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The quasicontinuum ~QC! technique, in which the atomic lattice of a solid is coarse-grained by
overlaying it with a finite-element mesh, has been employed previously to treat the quasistatic
evolution of defects in materials at zero temperature. It is extended here to nonzero temperature. A
coarse-grained Hamiltonian is derived for the nodes of the mesh, which behave as quasiparticles
whose interactions are mediated by the underlying ~non-nodal! atoms constrained to move in unison
with the nodes. Coarse-grained thermophysical properties are computed by means of the Monte
Carlo ~MC! method. This dynamically constrained QC MC procedure is applied to a simple model:
A pure single crystal of two-dimensional Lennard-Jonesium. The coarse-grained isotropic stress
(tc) is compared with the ‘‘exact’’ t computed by the usual atomistic MC procedure for several
thermodynamic states. The observed linear dependence of the error in tc on the degree of
coarse-graining is rationalized by an analytical treatment of the model within the local harmonic
approximation. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1607914#
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of solid systems with molecular defects
~heterogeneities! involves coupled processes on spatial ~and
temporal! scales that span the gamut between molecular and
macroscopic. In essence, an inhomogeneous region of mo-
lecular dimensions is coupled, through a ‘‘transition’’ zone,
to a homogeneous region of macroscopic dimensions. Since
the motions of the atoms in the inhomogeneous regions are
coupled to those of atoms in the homogeneous regions, it
would seem necessary to solve the many-body problem for
the entire system in order to achieve an accurate description
overall. Fully atomistic treatments by means of molecular
dynamics ~MD! and Monte Carlo ~MC! have been applied to
isolated defects in solids since the late 1960s.1–5 The fairly
recent advent of parallel computing, to which molecular
simulation is ideally suited, has permitted multi-million-atom
MD studies of the behavior of defective crystals. In particu-
lar, investigations by researchers at the Louisiana State
University6–8 and at IBM9,10 have revealed valuable insight
into atomic mechanisms of microcracking in silicon.
Most systems of practical interest comprise orders of
magnitude more than a million, or even a billion, atoms. It is
practically impossible, even with the aid of the most power-
ful computers, to follow the detailed motions of all the atoms
of such a large system. Since the atoms of the vast remote
homogeneous regions are displaced only slightly from their
~mean! equilibrium positions, continuum mechanics should
provide an adequate, if approximate, description of these re-
gions. The persistent challenge is: How can we merge the
accurate atomistic description necessary for the inhomoge-
neous regions with the continuum approximation that should
suffice for the homogeneous regions, in order to achieve an
overall description which is sufficiently accurate and compu-
tationally affordable?
Several efforts to combine atomistic and continuum de-
scriptions of the behavior of materials have been made since
the early 1970s. One approach11 is to partition the system
into a ‘‘core’’ ~inhomogeneous region! described atomisti-
cally and the ‘‘remainder’’ of the material ~homogeneous re-
gion! treated as a continuum by means of the finite-element
~FE! method. The core and remainder regions are coupled
through a transition ~‘‘handshake’’! region, where the atoms
and FE nodes are in one-to-one correspondence and move
synchronously. In the transition region, the inner part uses
the atomistic description and the outer part the FE method
and each supplies boundary conditions for the other. This
so-called FEAt method has been extended recently by Abra-
ham et al.12,13 and by Broughton et al.14 to include an addi-
tional core whose atomistic dynamics is handled by the
quantum-mechanical tight-binding ~TB! approximation. The
three levels of description are reconciled in TB-MD and
MD-FE handshake regions. The technique has been applied
to simulate the dynamics of crack propagation in silicon for
durations up to 20 ps. To improve the coupling between MD
and FE, Rudd and Broughton15 have proposed a coarse-
grained MD description as an alternative to the FE method.
The coarse-grained Hamiltonian differs from that of the FE
method by a mesh-dependent correction term for thermal
energy and reduces to the atomistic Hamiltonian when the
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mesh size decreases to atomic. However, by design coarse-
graining precludes tracking explicit thermal motions of the
atoms underlying the mesh. The accuracy of thermophysical
properties computed by such a coarse-grained method, as
indicated by the dependence of such properties on the size of
finite elements, has not yet been thoroughly examined.
Another approach is based on the quasicontinuum ~QC!
method developed and refined by researchers at Brown
University.16–20 Instead of partitioning the system into an
atomistic core and its complementary continuum, they over-
lay the atomic lattice with an FE mesh and minimize the
configurational ~potential! energy as a function of the nodal
coordinates under prescribed boundary conditions. In regions
of small deformation remote from heterogeneities, large ele-
ments are used. The contribution of such a large element to
the strain ~configurational! energy is computed as if the ~de-
formed! crystal lattice underlying the element were part of an
infinite lattice homogeneously deformed in the same manner.
The calculation thus requires only the ~local! deformation of
the large element. On the other hand, in the vicinity of het-
erogeneities the size of elements is greatly reduced. As a
consequence the contribution of a small element to the strain
energy involves not only the element itself, but also all
neighboring elements that have underlying atoms within the
range of interaction with atoms under the ‘‘central’’ element.
The calculation is, therefore, highly nonlocal in that it re-
quires knowledge of the deformations of the lattices under-
lying the many elements involved. In the limit where the size
of the elements equals the lattice constant, the description
becomes rigorously atomistic. In this way the multiple spa-
tial scales are seamlessly coupled. The QC technique can be
regarded as a coarse-grained description of the equilibrium
state. It is particularly useful if one is primarily interested in
the metastable behavior of a defective material ~e.g., the de-
gree of extension of a crack for a given increment of load!
rather than the details of its temporal evolution ~e.g., the
propagation of a crack under critical load!. However, the QC
method is restricted to absolute zero (T50 K).
We propose an extension of the QC technique to nonzero
temperature. The key idea is to account for thermal effects
by requiring nodal configurations in phase space to satisfy
Boltzmann’s law and computing the thermodynamic proper-
ties of the system statistically through ensemble averaging.
However, as is the case with any coarse-graining procedure,
QC coarse-graining, which converts the original atomistic
Hamiltonian into a Hamiltonian for the FE nodes as quasi-
particles, introduces constraints on the motions of atoms: All
atoms underlying any given element move in concert with
the nodes of that element. Therefore, the thermal motions of
the original atoms are lost in coarse-graining. Nevertheless,
thermal effects are partly accounted for by the nodal mo-
tions.
For the purpose of proof-of-principles, here we only car-
ried out a statistical thermodynamic analysis of a highly ide-
alized system: a single crystal of pure two-dimensional ~2D!
Lennard–Jonesium subjected to homogeneous isotropic de-
formation ~see Sec. II!. The coarse-grained Hamiltonian is
derived in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the derivation of
an explicit expression for the coarse-grained isotropic stress
tc . In Sec. V we detail the implementation of this expression
in an MC computer program. We also present the results of
MC simulations for several thermodynamic states. Compari-
son of coarse-grained results for tc with the ‘‘exact’’ results
of standard atomistic MC simulations show that the error in
tc is linear in the degree of coarse-graining, as well as the
absolute temperature. In Sec. VI these linear dependencies
are rationalized within the framework of the local harmonic
approximation.21–25
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL SOLID
We consider 2D Lennard-Jonesium, that is a pure mon-
atomic substance for which the configurational ~potential!
energy U can be expressed as a sum of two-body potentials
f~r !54e@~s/r !122~s/r !6# , ~1!
where r is the distance between a pair of atoms. For a system
comprising N atoms we, therefore, have
U~r1 ,r2 ,. . . ,rN!5
1
2 (i51
N
(jÞi
N
f~ri j! ~2!
where
ri j5uri2rju5@~xi2x j!21~yi2y j!2#1/2, ~3!
is the distance between atoms i and j. The Hamiltonian is
H5(
i51
N
pi
2/2m1U~r1 ,r2 ,. . . ,rN!, ~4!
where pi is the momentum of atom i conjugate to its position
ri and m is the mass of an atom.
The hexagonal close-packed structure of the crystal is
displayed in Fig. 1. The atoms are depicted as being in their
equilibrium positions at T50 K for the given density. This is
the reference configuration that we employ for the MC simu-
lations described in Sec. V. To render the system finite, we
impose periodic boundary conditions ~p.b.c.! on pairs of
lines parallel with x and y axes, as indicated in Fig. 1. These
lines are so drawn that the rectangle formed encompasses
exactly 22p11 unit cells, each of which contains one atom.
~For the illustration in Fig. 1, p53.) There are 2p unit cells
along the x direction and 2p11 along the y direction. Under
an isotropic deformation, the dimensions of the system can
be determined from the lattice constant a ~the nearest-
neighbor distance! and the number of atoms as
Lx5aAN/2,
Ly5)Lx , ~5!
A5LxLy5
)a2
2 N .
The number density, which we take as a measure of the
~isotropic! deformation, is given by
r5N/A5
2
)a2
. ~6!
Gibbs’ fundamental relation governing reversible trans-
formations of the system can be written
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dF52SdT1mdN1dWmech , ~7!
where F stands for the Helmholtz energy, S for the entropy
and m for the chemical potential. Taking into account only
compression along axial directions, we can express the dif-
ferential of the mechanical work done by the system on the
surroundings as
dWmech5TxxLydLx1TyyLxdLy , ~8!
where Taa(a5x ,y) is the mean force per unit length ~stress!
acting on the lines perpendicular to the a axis. By conven-
tion, if the force acts in the outward direction, Taa,0, so
that dWmech,0 if the system expands (dLa.0). Note that
because the crystal lattice is centrosymmetric, Txx5Tyy for
isotropic deformations of the system.
III. COARSE-GRAINING TRANSFORMATION
Suppose the crystal lattice in the reference configuration
is covered with a mesh of triangular elements, as shown in
Fig. 1. We assume, for convenience, that the nodes of the
mesh coincide with atoms of the underlying lattice. We des-
ignate the reference configuration by R0, which stands for
the collection of nodal positions $Rk
05(Xk0,Y k0),k
51,2,...Nn%, where Nn is the number of nodes of the mesh.
We further assume that when an element e is distorted ~by
displacing its nodes from their positions in R0), the lattice
underlying e is deformed homogeneously. That is to say, af-
ter displacement of the nodes ~so that the system is in a new
configuration R!, the configuration of atoms underlying e
can be regarded as an affine transformation26 of their con-
figuration in R0. The position ri5(xi ,yi) of atom i can be
written in terms of its position in R0 as
ri5mri
01c, ~9!
where ri and ri
0 are 231 matrices whose elements are the
Cartesian components of the position of atom i in R and R0,
respectively, m is the 232 linear transformation matrix for
deformation, and c is the 231 rigid-body motion matrix.
Using the interpolation functions for the three-node triangu-
lar element,27 we can recast ~9! in component form as
ria5 (
k51
3
Ai~k !Rka /Ae , a5x ,y , ~10!
where k, a ‘‘local’’ label pertaining to element e, designates
the nodes with positions Rk5(Rkx5Xk ,Rky5Y k), Ae de-
notes the area of element e ~in the configuration R! and
Ai(k) denotes the area of the triangle inscribed in e ~in R!,
one of whose sides coincides with the side of element e
opposite node k and one of whose vertices coincides with the
point (xi ,yi).
From ~10! we conclude that the positions of all atoms
underlying a given element e can be expressed in terms of
the positions of only the three nodes of e. The number of
independent variables needed to determine the configuration
of the underlying atoms is thus vastly reduced, specifically
from 2Na
e ~where Na
e is the number of atoms that lie under e!
to 6. Therefore, we can represent the atomic configuration of
the whole crystal succinctly by
ra
~N !5dRa
~Nn!
, a5x ,y , ~11!
where ra
(N) is the N31 matrix of atomic a coordinates and
Ra
(Nn) is the Nn31 matrix of nodal a coordinates. The ele-
ments of the N3Nn matrix d can be obtained from the rela-
tion ~10!. Since the coordinates of any given atom are deter-
mined completely by the coordinates of the three nodes of
the element which it underlies, d is quite sparse. Defining the
2N32Nn partitioned matrix
D5S d 00 dD , ~12!
we can rewrite the two equations implicit in ~11! as one
r5DR. ~13!
Here the first N(Nn) elements of r~R! are x coordinates of
the atoms ~nodes! and the second N(Nn) elements of r~R!
are y coordinates of atoms ~nodes!. For ease of notation, we
have dropped the superscripts indicating the dimensions of
the column vectors.
FIG. 1. Schematic of two-dimensional Lennard-Jonesium crystal in refer-
ence configuration. Filled circles represent atoms in their equilibrium posi-
tions at T50 K. Periodic boundary conditions imposed on edges. Open
circles stand for periodic images of atoms on opposite edge. k denotes a
particular node common to elements labeled with Roman numerals I–VI.
Atom i represents a ‘‘centroid’’ atom.
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Corresponding to ~13! the momenta conjugate to coordi-
nates r can be expressed by
p5m r˙5mDR˙ , ~14!
where a dot over a symbol signifies the derivative with re-
spect to time. Transforming to nodal coordinates R and con-
jugate momenta P, we can cast the coarse-grained Hamil-
tonian compactly as
Hc5
1
2m P
T~DTD!21P1U~R!, ~15!
where the superscript T denotes the transpose. It is apparent
from ~15! that under the constraints on the coordinates and
momenta @see ~13! and ~14!# introduced by coarse-graining,
the original system of N atoms is reduced to a system of Nn
nodes, which behave as quasi-particles.
IV. COARSE-GRAINED THERMOMECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
Since the controlled independent thermodynamic state
variables are T, N, Lx , and Ly @see ~7! and ~8!#, we work in
the canonical ensemble, whose characteristic function is the
Helmholtz energy F(T ,N ,Lx ,Ly). The coarse-grained Helm-
holtz energy is expressible as
Fc52kBT ln Qc , ~16!
where Qc is the coarse-grained ~classical! canonical partition
function
Qc5h22NnE dPNnE dRNn exp~2Hc /kBT !. ~17!
In ~16! and ~17! kB and h stand, respectively, for Boltz-
mann’s constant and Planck’s constant. To simplify the nota-
tion, henceforth we drop the superscript Nn . Then ~17! can
be rewritten explicitly
Qc5h22Nn)
i51
Nn E
2‘
1‘
dPixE
2‘
1‘
dPiy
3exp~2PTM21P/2kBT !Zc . ~18!
Here, the mass matrix is defined by
M5mDTD, ~19!
and the coarse-grained configuration integral Zc is defined by
Zc5)
i51
Nn E dRi exp@2U~R1 ,R2 ,. . . ,RNn!/kBT# , ~20!
where the integrals over nodal positions extend over the do-
main of the crystal.
We focus especially on the diagonal elements of the
stress tensor, which, according to ~7! and ~8! can be ex-
pressed as
LbTaa5S ]F]LaD T ,N ,Lb, a ,b5x ,y ;aÞb . ~21!
Using ~16! and ~18!, we deduce from ~21!
LbTaa52kBT
] ln Zc
]La
. ~22!
Following the regular derivation,28 we obtain
Taa52
NnkBT
A 1
1
A K (k51
Nn ]U
]Rka
RkaL , a5x ,y , ~23!
where the angular brackets denote the ensemble average.
Observe that the expression in ~23! exhibits the usual
virial form for the diagonal components of the stress tensor,28
except that it refers to Nn quasiparticles ~the nodes! instead
of the original N atoms. In the limit N5Nn , where every
atom is a node of the mesh, then the expression for Taa is
identical with the usual atomic expression. The first term in
~23! is the ideal-gas contribution; the second term accounts
for the effective interactions among the nodes, which are
mediated by the underlying atoms that move in concert with
those nodes. Both terms depend on T as well as on the nodal
density Nn /A .
The coarse-grained configurational ~potential! energy
can be written as
U~R!5 (
e51
Ne
Ue , ~24!
where the sum on e is over the Ne elements that cover the
crystal ~see Fig. 1!. The contribution of element e, which
depends implicitly on the configuration of nodes R ~in R!, is
expressible as
Ue5E
Ae
d2rre~r!u˜e~r! ~25!
in terms of the local density re(r) and the local potential
energy per atom u˜e(r) at r. The symbol R now stands for the
set of nodal coordinates. The exact calculation of Ue would
require a laborious evaluation of a double sum over pairwise
atomic interactions @see ~2!#, but of course such a procedure
would defeat the purpose of coarse-graining. Instead, follow-
ing the treatment of Tadmor et al.,16 we approximate u˜e(r)
by:
u˜e.
1
2(jÞi f~ri j!, ri j,rc , ~26!
where i denotes the ‘‘centroid’’ atom ~i.e., the atom underly-
ing e which is nearest the centroid of e! and the sum is over
all atoms j which lie within a cut-off circle of radius rc
centered on i, regardless of whether j underlies e or a neigh-
boring element intersected by the cutoff circle. Under the
assumption of uniform deformation, re(r)5Nae /Ae . Thus,
the integrand in ~25! does not depend on r and we have
Ue.Na
eu˜e . ~27!
The errors implicit in ~27! are ascribable to essentially
two sources: ~i! The use of a cutoff; ~ii! the size of the ele-
ment. By choosing rc sufficiently large, we can maintain the
‘‘cut-off’’ error at an acceptable level. Now assuming that the
error due to source ~i! is under control, we consider errors
due to source ~ii!. We note first that if the deformation of the
whole system were uniform, there would be no error depend-
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ing on the size of the element. Thus, if the element is suffi-
ciently large to contain the cutoff circle ~i.e., if the element is
‘‘local’’ in the parlance of Tadmor et al.16!, ~27! is accurate,
as long as the deformation in the neighborhood of the ele-
ment is uniform so that u˜e(r) is exactly equal to u˜e @see
~26!#. Otherwise, u˜e(r) varies near the sides of the element,
where atoms underlying the element interact with those un-
derlying contiguous elements subject to different ~uniform!
deformations. The error due to neglect of this variation in
u˜e(r) decreases with increasing size of the element, since the
larger the element the more atoms underlying it which are
out of range of interaction with atoms underlying neighbor-
ing elements. Even so, the sign of the error alternates be-
tween neighboring elements and hence this type ~ii! error is
compensated in U(R), which is equal to the sum of Naeu˜e
over all elements. This suggests that one should avoid a dras-
tic variation in element size over a small homogeneous re-
gion in order to minimize the error in U(R).
For a small enough element the cutoff circle intersects
several neighboring elements, thus rendering the element
‘‘nonlocal.’’ 16 In this situation every atom underlying the
small element interacts with atoms in the exterior ~inter-
sected! elements. Expression ~27! remains accurate if the de-
formation within the cut-off circle is uniform, for the reason
stated above. However, if the deformation is nonuniform ~as
expected where small elements are generally employed in
the vicinity of a heterogeneity!, then the accuracy of ~27!
increases with decreasing size of the element. This is because
the ‘‘centroid’’ atom in a constant-strain element is least sen-
sitive to variations in deformation of the neighboring ele-
ments. Hence, the larger the nonlocal element, the greater is
the underestimate of the effect on u˜e due to variation of the
deformation in the vicinity of the element.
The approximation ~27! is most accurate in the coarse-
graining limit Nn5N , where every atom is a node and the
elements are of atomic size. Note that in this limit there are
2N elements, with 1/2 atom underlying each. Thus, combin-
ing ~24!, ~26!, and ~27!, we have
U~R!5
1
2 (e51
2N 1
2 (jÞi f~ri j!. ~28!
The sum on e in ~28! can be replaced by a sum on centroid
atoms i to give
U~R!5
1
2 (i51
2N 1
2 (jÞi f~ri j!. ~29!
In the coarse-graining limit, the centroid atom is the nodal
atom closest to the centroid. Provided that the index i counts
each atom just twice, then the double sum in ~29! is precisely
equivalent to that in ~2!, which is the exact expression for the
configurational energy of the crystal. The coarse-graining
limit is essentially equivalent to the atomistic description and
in this sense the higher length scales seamlessly merge with
the atomic scale.
We note that for a local element the positions of atoms
underlying the element are determined entirely by the nodal
positions of the element @see ~11!#. For nonlocal elements, on
the other hand, one needs to know the positions of all atoms
underlying those portions of the neighboring elements en-
compassed by the cut-off circle. Therefore, relations ~11!
pertaining to all involved elements must be utilized. The
computation of u˜e for the nonlocal element is obviously
much more intensive than that for the local element.
To obtain an explicit expression for the stress-tensor el-
ements Taa in terms of the atomic coordinates and inter-
atomic potential f, we recast the ensemble average in ~23!.
To this end, we invoke the relation ~11!, which is given in
component form by
ria5 (
k51
Nn
dikRka , a5x ,y . ~30!
Then using ~30!, we can rewrite the sum in angular brackets
in ~23! successively as
(
k51
Nn ]U
]Rka
Rka5 (
k51
Nn
(
i51
N
]U
]ria
]ria
]Rka
Rka
5(
i51
N
]U
]ria
(
k51
Nn
dikRka
5(
i51
N
]U
]ria
ria , a5x ,y . ~31!
Combining ~24!, ~26!, and ~27!, we can express the potential
energy as
U. (
e51
Ne
Na
e
1
2 (jÞi f~ri j!. ~32!
From ~31! and ~32! we obtain
(
l51
N
]U
]rla
rla5
1
2 (e51
Ne
Na
e(
l51
N
(jÞi f8~ri j!
]ri j
]rla
rla ,
a5x ,y , ~33!
where f85df/dr . From ~3! we have
]ri j
]rla
5
~ria2r ja!~d il2d j l!
ri j
, ~34!
where d is the Kronecker symbol. Substituting this expres-
sion for ]ri j /]rla into ~33! and carrying out the sum on l
yields
(
l51
N
]U
]rla
rla5
1
2 (e51
Ne
Na
e(jÞi f8~ri j!~ria2r ja!
2/ri j ,
a5x ,y . ~35!
Finally, combining ~31! and ~35!, we can rewrite ~23! as
Taa52
NnkBT
A 1
1
2A (e51
Ne
Na
e K (jÞi f8~ri j!~ria2r ja!2/ri jL ,
a5x ,y , ~36!
where elements e can be either ‘‘local’’ or ‘‘nonlocal.’’ The
formula given in ~36! is the coarse-grained approximation to
the ‘‘virial’’ expression for the stress. When N5Nn , ~36! can
be written
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Taa52rkBT1
1
2A (i51
2N 1
2 (jÞi ^f8~ri j!~ria2r ja!
2/ri j&,
a5x ,y , ~37!
where the index i counts each atom only twice @see discus-
sion below ~29!#. The expression in ~37! is equivalent to the
usual atomic virial expression.28
V. COARSE-GRAINED MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
A. Methods
We apply the usual Metropolis MC technique29 to the
coarse-grained system, in which nodal coordinates are the
stochastic variables ~in lieu of atomic coordinates in the nor-
mal procedure! and the configurational energy is given by
~24!. No unique coarse-graining exists. A virtual infinity of
meshes, comprising combinations of elements of various
shapes and sizes, could in principle be employed in the
coarse-grained MC simulations. However, since the crystal is
homogeneous it is reasonable to take all elements to be the
same size and shape in the reference configuration R0. Using
strictly congruent equilateral triangles, we can cover the ref-
erence configuration exactly with 22q elements, where q
52, 3, 4, 5, 6. One-sixth ~1/6! of a nodal atom is assigned to
each of the six elements to which it is common; one-half
~1/2! of an atom lying on a side of an element is assigned to
each of the two elements which share that side. On account
of the p.b.c. only 22q21 nodes are independent. In Fig. 1,
where the special case q52 is depicted, there are 8 indepen-
dent nodes. Each element includes Na
e58 atoms, so the total
number of atoms N5Na
e322q5128. In case 22q215N , ev-
ery atom is a node and Ne52N .
For the special mesh to which we restrict our attention in
this article, when the crystal is in the reference configuration
R0 ~see Fig. 1!, the configurational energy is given by
U5 (
e51
Ne
Na
e u˜e~R
0!5Nu˜0, ~38!
where the second equality follows from the equivalence of
all elements and all atoms in R0 and u˜0[ u˜e(R0) is the
potential energy per atom for the perfect crystal @see ~26!#.
Now suppose a randomly picked node is subjected to a trial
displacement. It is clear that only the configurations of the
lattices underlying the elements that share the chosen node
change. However, u˜e changes not only for these six ele-
ments, but also for all other nearby elements that are inter-
sected by cutoff circles centered on the centroid atoms of
these elements. If the affected elements are labeled by a local
index e8, then the change in the total configurational energy
can be written
DU5(
e8
Na
e8@ u˜e8~R!2 u˜
0#5Na
e(
e8
@ u˜e8~R!2 u˜
0# ,
~39!
where u˜e8 is given by ~26!. The second equality of ~39! isjustified in the current situation where every element con-
tains the same number of atoms Na
e
. The generalization of
~39! to a move from a ‘‘current’’ configuration (Rn21) to a
‘‘trial’’ configuration (Rn) can be expressed as
DU5Na
e(
e8
@ u˜e8~R
n!2 u˜e8~R
n21!# . ~40!
For computational efficiency the set of elemental potential
energies per atom for the current configuration $u˜e8(Rn),e
51,2,...,Ne% is stored. After the nth trial move the total po-
tential energy is given in terms of that for the (n21)th trial
move by
U~Rn!5U~Rn21!1DU . ~41!
If the trial move is rejected, DU is set to 0. The mean ~MC
ensemble-average! configurational energy can be written
^U&5M 21 (
n51
M
U~Rn!, ~42!
where the sum is over M trial moves ~configurations!.
By the same reasoning the change in the ‘‘instantaneous
virial’’ Wa , defined by
Wa5
1
2 (e Na
e(jÞi
f8~ri j!~ria2r ja!
2
ri j
5(
e
Wa
e
,
a5x ,y ~43!
accompanying the movement of a node is
DWa5(
e8
@Wa
e8~Rn!2Wa
e8~Rn21!# , ~44!
where the contribution to Wa of element e is denoted by Wa
e
and is defined implicitly in ~43!. The sum in ~44! is restricted
to elements affected by the move, as described above in con-
nection with the computation of the mean potential energy.
The virial for the current configuration Rn is given in terms
of that for the immediately preceding configuration by
Wa~Rn!5Wa~Rn21!1DWa . ~45!
In this case, as in that of the potential energy, it is computa-
tionally more efficient to save the set of current elemental
virials $Wa
e (Rn),e51,2,...,Ne ;a5x ,y% than to compute
them again for each trial move. The MC ensemble-average
value of the stress tensor @see ~36!# can finally be expressed
as
Taa52NnkBT/A1^Wa&/A , ~46!
where
^Wa&5M 21 (
n51
M
Wa~Rn!. ~47!
In the coarse-graining limit Nn5N , where every atom
becomes a node, the coarse-grained Hamiltonian reverts to
the original atomic one ~i.e., Hc5H). Note, however, that
since every element becomes nonlocal in the coarse-graining
limit, the burden of computing DU becomes prohibitive @see
discussion below ~29!#. Consequently, when the coarse-
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graining limit is reached, we replace the coarse-graining pro-
cedure with the atomistic description,29 in which atomic po-
sitions are the stochastic variables, and by definition we take
the values of the properties computed with this atomistic
description to be the true ~i.e., numerically accurate! values
for the equilibrium properties of the crystal. We use these as
benchmarks by which to gauge the reliability of the coarse-
graining approach.
B. Results
To test our computer program for the atomistic MC
simulations, we attempted to reproduce some existing results
for 2D Lennard-Jonesium. Table I shows the comparison for
both fluid and solid states. Even though the symmetry of the
system dictates Txx5Tyy , Txx and Tyy were nevertheless
computed separately, as an added check on the reliability of
the numerical methodology, and found to agree to better than
0.1% in all cases. Therefore, only the isotropic stress t
5(Txx1Tyy)/2 is given in Table I. All numerical results
there and elsewhere in this article are expressed in the typical
dimensionless units based on the parameters of the Lennard-
Jones interatomic potential ~distance in units of s, energy in
units of e, stress in units of e/s2 and temperature in units of
e/kB). Dimensionless corrections due to cutting off the inter-
atomic potential, given by
Ucorr5
pr
rc
4 F 25rc621G ,
~48!
tcorr52
3pr2
rc
4 F 45rc621G
for the potential energy (Ucorr) and stress (tcorr), respec-
tively, are included in both sets of simulations. We conclude
from Table I that the ‘‘atomistic’’ MC program is reliable and
can be used to generate benchmarks as required. In the fol-
lowing, we focus on solid states and take the cutoff radius as
rc52.5.
For all coarse-grained simulations reported here, we em-
ployed a relatively large system (N52048) and concentrated
on the dependence of t on the degree of coarse graining @size
of the equilateral ~reference! triangular element# and the ther-
modynamic state. All ensemble averages are based on 104
MC cycles ~i.e., 104Nn configurations!. In one cycle all
nodes are sequentially moved at random just once.
Table II lists the coarse-grained isotropic stress tc com-
puted for three densities of the crystal and four temperatures
as a function of the ‘‘constraining factor’’
f c5~N2Nn!/N512Nn /N , ~49!
which we adopt as the measure of coarse graining. The rela-
tive percent error in the coarse-grained stress tc , based on
the ‘‘atomistic’’ value t, is also given in parentheses. As ex-
pected, the relative error decreases with decreasing degree of
coarse graining ~or decreasing size of element! and increases
markedly with T at all r and f c . The absolute error in tc
Dt5t2tc , ~50!
however, reveals a rather less gloomy picture. In Fig. 2 we
plot Dt as a function of f c ~along with a linear regression of
each set of data! for all temperatures and densities examined.
It is apparent that Dt decreases linearly with f c for all ther-
modynamic states. The ~negative! rate of variation of Dt
with f c increases rapidly with T. In contrast, for significant
variations of applied mechanical deformation ~610%
changes in r! at fixed T, the dependence of Dt on f c changes
little, as indicated by the very similar linear regressions of
TABLE I. Comparison of mean values of configurational energy per atom
^U&/N and isotropic stress t5(Txx1Tyy)/2 for selected thermodynamic
states of two-dimensional Lennard-Jonesium. The densities r50.45, 0.55,
and r50.9165, 0.94 correspond to fluid and solid states, respectively. In
present calculation, number of atoms N5256; cut-off radius rc is one-half
of the shorter side of the system; M5104N configurations used to calculate
ensemble averages.
State Present Work Reference 32
r T
^U&
N t
^U&
N t
0.45 1.0 21.237 20.465 21.243 20.47
0.55 1.0 21.503 20.705 21.500 20.70
0.9165 1.0 22.530 26.488 22.529 26.49
0.94 1.0 22.517 27.965 22.514 27.99
TABLE II. Isotropic stress ~t! for 2D Lennard-Jonesium in various solid states (r ,T) as a function of degree of
coarse graining @measured by f c defined in ~49!, which takes values 0.996, 0.984, 0.938, 0.750, 0.000, corre-
sponding, respectively, to number of independent nodes Nn58, 32, 128, 512, 2048#. All results are determined
by MC simulation. Number in parentheses after entry is percent error based on atomistic value.
r T 8 32 128 512 2048 Atomistic
0.9 0.001 1.792~0.5! 1.792~0.5! 1.791~0.4! 1.790~0.4! fl 1.783
0.01 1.792~5.3! 1.791~5.3! 1.785~5.0! 1.769~4.0! fl 1.701
0.1 1.789~99! 1.778~98! 1.732~92! 1.56~73! 0.90~0.0! 0.90
0.2 1.786~2451! 1.764~2420! 1.674~2291! 1.34~1814! fl 0.07
1.0 0.001 25.570~0.1! 25.570~0.1! 25.571~0.1! 25.572~0.1! fl 25.578
0.01 25.570~1.5! 25.571~1.5! 25.576~1.4! 25.591~1.1! fl 25.656
0.1 25.573~14! 25.583~13! 25.626~13! 25.79~10! 26.44~0.0! 26.44
0.2 25.576~24! 25.597~23! 25.681~22! 26.01~18! fl 27.29
1.1 0.001 222.96~0.04! 222.96~0.04! 222.96~0.04! 222.96~0.04! fl 222.97
0.01 222.96~0.4! 222.96~0.4! 222.97~0.3! 222.98~0.3! fl 223.05
0.1 222.96~3.7! 222.97~3.7! 223.02~3.5! 223.18~2.8! 223.85~0.0! 223.85
0.2 222.97~7.1! 222.99~7.0! 223.07~6.7! 223.41~5.3! fl 224.73
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the corresponding data. Furthermore, Dt is negligibly small
~less than 1% of the reduced unit of stress! for all f c at T
50.001 and all densities. Note that the material response at
T50.001 is predominantly mechanical. We conclude from
these observations that coarse-graining causes noticeable er-
ror only in the thermal contribution to the stress.
In terms of Dt the coarse-graining error at temperatures
0.01 and below is insignificant ~less than 10% of the stress
unit! and can be neglected. Note that the triple-point tem-
perature Tt of 2D Lennard-Jonesium is about 0.415 and the
density of the coexisting solid is about 0.85.30 Hence, up to a
temperature about an order of magnitude lower than Tt , the
error is tolerable (Dt,0.5), especially if the stress is high.
For a ‘‘hard’’ solid with a melting point in the range 2000–
3000 K under the ambient pressure, Tt is expected to be at
least an order of magnitude higher than room temperature.
The results presented thus far suggest that the coarse-
graining error in the thermal contribution to the stress is not
of practical concern for such hard materials at temperatures
not much higher than room temperature.
At significantly higher temperatures the error in t may
become considerable. Figure 3 displays plots of Dt versus T
for all four values of f c and r51.0. The following discussion
applies, however, to other densities, since Dt depends only
slightly on the mechanical deformation. We find that Dt de-
pends essentially linearly on T for all f c ; the slope of the line
increases gradually with f c . It is clear from ~36! that coarse-
graining underestimates the ideal-gas contribution to t
~which is linear in T!. An important question is whether this
is the main source of the error seen in Fig. 3. To address this
issue, we write Dt as
Dt5Dt IG1Dtex , ~51!
where the error in the ideal-gas contribution is
Dt IG52~N2Nn!kBT/A52r f ckBT , ~52!
and the error due to the contribution of thermally averaged
interactions is
Dtex5
1
2A (a5x ,y F K (i51
N
]U
]ria
riaL 2K (
k51
Nn ]U
]Rka
RkaL G .
~53!
From plots of Dt IG and Dtex versus T for r51.0 and
f c50.996 in Fig. 4 it is clear that Dtex swamps Dt IG . The
error in Dt is, therefore, due primarily to the loss of degrees
of freedom over which the gradients of the configurational
energy ~i.e., the interatomic forces! are thermally averaged.
VI. COARSE GRAINED LOCAL HARMONIC
APPROXIMATION
A. Formula for isotropic stress
Earlier work by one of us demonstrated that for a pure
1D monatomic crystal treated in the nearest-neighbor har-
monic approximation Dt is exactly linear in f c .31 The
present observation that Dt for 2D Lennard-Jonesium is es-
sentially linear in f c ~see Fig. 2! suggests that the error due to
coarse-graining may be estimable in the harmonic approxi-
mation. However, the expression for Dt for the 2D nearest-
neighbor harmonic model cannot be obtained in enclosed
form. We, therefore, introduce the local harmonic approxi-
mation ~LHA!, which has been shown to be viable in other
FIG. 2. Absolute error in isotropic stress Dt @defined in ~50!# as a function
of constraining factor @defined in ~49!# for various thermodynamic states
(r ,T) of 2D Lennard-Jonesium. Solid lines are linear least-squares fits and
associated numbers are slopes.
FIG. 3. Absolute error in isotropic stress ~Dt! as function of temperature
(T) for 2D Lennard-Jonesium at density r51.0 and various degrees of
coarse-graining f c . Solid lines are linear least-squares fits.
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applications.21–25 In essence the LHA neglects couplings be-
tween different atoms. The dynamical matrix is therefore
block diagonal, consisting of a set of 232 matrices, which
can be diagonalized readily to obtain the frequencies of the
local atomic vibrations. It is the variation of these frequen-
cies with the density that determines the thermal contribution
to the isotropic stress. For simplicity we assume that all ele-
ments are local ~i.e., all atoms within the cut-off circle lie
under the element!, although we emphasize that this is not
necessary.
Expanding the coarse-grained potential energy in Tay-
lor’s series and neglecting terms of degree higher than the
second in the LHA, we obtain
U~R1 ,R2 ,. . . ,RNn!
’U01 (
k51
Nn F12 S ]2U]Xk2 D 0DXk21S ]
2U
]Xk]Y k
D
0
DXkDY k
1
1
2 S ]2U]Y k2 D 0DY k2G , ~54!
where U05U(R10,R20,. . . ,RNn
0 ) stands for the potential en-
ergy of the crystal in its equilibrium configuration ~denoted
by super- and subscript zeroes! and Da i5a i2a i
0(a5X ,Y )
stands for Cartesian components of the displacement of node
i from its equilibrium position. From ~24!, ~27!, and ~30!, we
obtain the following expressions:
S ]2U]Xk2 D 05( 8e
1
2 Na
e(jÞi Ff9~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !2
~xi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!2
1
f8~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !3
~yi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!2G ,
S ]2U]Xk]Y kD 05( 8e
1
2 Na
e(jÞi Ff9~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !2
xi j
0 yi j
0 ~dik2d jk!2
2
f8~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !3
xi j
0 yi j
0 ~dik2d jk!2G ,
S ]2U]Y k2 D 05( 8e
1
2 Na
e(jÞi Ff9~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !2
~yi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!2
1
f8~ri j
0 !
~ri j
0 !3
~xi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!2G . ~55!
The prime on the summation on e indicates it is restricted to
elements having node k in common.
The evaluation of the expressions in ~55! is aided by
reference to Fig. 1. We focus first on element I and compute
the coefficients dik for the indicated centroid atom i. Inscrib-
ing the appropriate triangles @see relation ~10!#, we find
dik2d jk50, ~56!
for neighbors j in the same horizontal row as i ~e.g., nearest-
neighbor atoms 1 and 4! and
dik2d j6q ,k56q/~p11 !, ~57!
for neighbors j6q that are either q rows above i(1) ~e.g.,
atoms 5 and 6! or q rows below i(2) ~e.g., atoms 2 and 3!.
In ~57! p is the number of atoms along a side of I, exclusive
of the atoms at the vertices. Utilizing the rules in ~56! and
~57!, which can be generalized to the other elements, we
deduce the following relations:
( 8
e
(j51
6
~xi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!25
12a2
~p11 !2 ,
( 8
e
(j51
6
xi j
0 yi j
0 ~dik2d jk!250, ~58!
( 8
e
(j51
6
~yi j
0 !2~dik2d jk!25
12a2
~p11 !2 ,
where the sums on j are restricted to the six nearest neigh-
bors of the centroid atom. Combining ~55! and ~58!, we ob-
tain
kc5S ]2U]Xk2 D 05S
]2U
]Y k
2 D
0
53@f9~a !1f8~a !/a# . ~59!
In arriving at ~59! we invoke the relation
Na
e5~p11 !2/2. ~60!
The total potential energy can now be written as
U~R1 ,R2 ,. . . ,RNn!5U
01
1
2 (k51
Nn
mcvc
2~Rk2Rk
0!2, ~61!
where the coarse-grained fundamental frequency vc is given
by
vc
25kc /mc , ~62!
and mc is the effective mass associated with the node. Within
the framework of the LHA, the coarse-grained crystal is
equivalent to a set of Nn isotropic harmonic oscillators, for
which the classical-limit Helmholtz potential21 is
Fc ,LHA5U022NnkBT ln~kBT/h !1NnkBT ln vc
2
, ~63!
and the coarse-grained isotropic stress is
FIG. 4. Ideal-gas (Dt IG) and interaction (Dtex) contributions to absolute
error in isotropic stress as a function of temperature (T) for 2D Lennard-
Jonesium at density r51.0 and maximum degree of coarse-graining f c
50.996. Solid lines are linear least-squares fits.
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tc ,LHA5~]Fc ,LHA /]A !T ,Nn
5
1
N)a
]Fc ,LHA
]a
5
1
N)a
F ]U0]a 1 NnkBTvc2 ]vc
2
]a G ,
~64!
where the second line depends on ~5!. From ~24!, ~26!, and
~27!, we obtain
U05
1
2 (e51
Ne
Na
e(
iÞ j
f~ri j
0 !
’3N@f~a !1f~)a !1f~2a !# , ~65!
where we include three nearest-neighbor sets in the sum on j.
Evaluating the required partial derivatives of vc
2 and U0
from ~59!, ~62!, and ~65! and plugging the results into ~64!
gives
tc ,LHA5
)
a
@f8~a !1)f8~)a !12f8~2a !#
1
)kBTNn
3aN
f-~a !1f9~a !/a2f8~a !/a2
f9~a !1f8~a !/a . ~66!
Although we derived the formula in ~66! under the restriction
that the elements are local, we nevertheless assume it to be
valid for nonlocal elements for purposes of comparison with
the ‘‘exact’’ MC results in Sec. V B. Note that in the atom-
istic limit (Nn→N), ~66! becomes
tLHA5
)
a
@f8~a !1)f8~)a !12f8~2a !#
1
)kBT
3a
f-~a !1f9~a !/a2f8~a !/a2
f9~a !1f8~a !/a . ~67!
This expression can be derived by applying the LHA directly
to the original fully atomistic Hamiltonian @~4!#.
B. Results
Table III lists tLHA @~67!# for the same thermodynamic
states as Table II. The discrepancies between LHA and ‘‘ato-
mistic’’ MC are only about 1% at r51.1 and 4% at r
51.0, irrespective of temperature. For these states the LHA
is in reasonably good agreement with MC. However, at the
lowest density (r50.9), at which the crystal is under ten-
sion, the LHA does not fare so well. The error increases with
T and at the highest temperature (T50.2) the LHA predicts
the crystal to be under compression.
Table III also lists tc ,LHA @~66!# as a function of f c . In
parallel with Table II, the relative error in tc ,LHA , based on
tLHA , decreases with decreasing f c , or decreasing size of
element, and increases strongly with T for all r and f c . Thus,
Table III essentially corroborates Table II.
From ~66! and ~67! we compute the absolute error due to
coarse-graining within the LHA
DtLHA5tLHA2tc ,LHA
5
) f ckBT
3a
f-~a !1f9~a !/a2f8~a !/a2
f9~a !1f8~a !/a . ~68!
In Fig. 5 we plot DtLHA versus f c for the data in Tables II
and III, all of which refer to T50.1 and the several densities
examined. We also plot in Fig. 6 Dtc versus T for fixed Nn
5128 ( f c50.9375). The plots exhibited in Figs. 5 and 6
FIG. 5. Error in isotropic stress, Dt, as function of degree of coarse-
graining, f c , at fixed temperature T50.1 and various densities. Discrete
points correspond to MC results and lines to LHA Eq. ~68!.
TABLE III. Isotropic stress (tc ,LHA) for 2D Lennard-Jonesium in the LHA. Conditions are same as those
detailed in caption of Table II.
r T 8 32 128 512 2048 tLHA
0.9 0.001 1.598 1.597 1.597 1.595 1.588 1.588
0.01 1.597 1.596 1.592 1.574 1.504 1.504
0.1 1.594 1.583 1.539 1.365 0.666 0.666
0.2 1.590 1.568 1.481 1.132 20.266 20.266
1.0 0.001 25.810 25.810 25.811 25.812 25.819 25.819
0.01 25.810 25.811 25.816 25.832 25.899 25.899
0.1 25.813 25.824 25.865 26.032 26.698 26.698
0.2 25.817 25.838 25.921 26.254 27.585 27.585
1.1 0.001 223.25 223.25 223.25 223.25 223.26 223.26
0.01 223.25 223.25 223.26 223.27 223.34 223.34
0.1 223.25 223.26 223.31 223.48 224.15 224.15
0.2 223.26 223.28 223.36 223.70 225.06 225.06
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verify that the LHA not only provides a rationale for the
linearity of Dtc in T and f c , but also provides a good quan-
titative estimate of Dtc .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the QC technique is extended to nonzero
temperatures. A coarse-grained Hamiltonian is derived for
the nodes of the mesh, which behave as quasiparticles whose
interactions are mediated by the underlying atoms con-
strained to move in unison with the nodes. The coarse-
grained isotropic stress is computed by means of the Monte
Carlo method. The procedure was applied to a simple model:
A pure single crystal of two-dimensional Lennard-Jonesium.
In comparison with the exact ~noncoarse-grained! isotropic
stress for various thermodynamic states, coarse-graining
leads to an error for isotropic stress. The error in the coarse-
grained isotropic stress depends linearly on the degree of
coarse-graining and on the absolute temperature. The linear
dependencies are nicely rationalized by applying the LHA to
the coarse-grained Hamiltonian. The error is due to the com-
plete neglect of the thermal motions of non-nodal atoms un-
derlying the finite-element mesh. The thermal vibrations of
these atoms are frozen out by the constraint that they move
in lockstep with the nodes.
We emphasize that all of the above results pertain to the
highly idealized two-dimensional system involving only
two-body interactions and subject to homogeneous isotropic
deformations. Whether the dependencies of coarse-graining
errors on f c , r, and T are as simple for more realistic models
of materials under more general loading conditions remains
to be determined.
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